CHURCH COUNCIL DEBATES MCC ADMISSION

San Francisco, CA — Mary Danforth has appointed a Task Force on Equal Benefits to review city practices and make recommendations to insure that health benefits are provided equally to municipal employees. "I want to be sure that all employees, regardless of their sexual orientation, are treated equally and fairly with respect to health benefits. One useful thing we learned in the federal court last fall is that deserving dependents...are denied access to Health Services Fund benefits," said the mayor. The Task Force is chaired by Health Department Commissioner Paul McGinnis, and includes representatives from the Gay and Lesbian Task Force, the Black Task Force, and the S.F. Labor Council. The Task Force will report to the Council next June.

LESBIAN SAILORS UNDER ATTACK

San Francisco, CA — Kent Keeler has filed a complaint with the San Francisco Police Department against Hairliners of San Francisco because he was discriminated against by Hairliners of San Francisco because he is a gay man. Keeler says that he was turned away from the salon after he had been turned away from two other salons that were recommended to him. The salon is located at 50 Castro Street, on the same block as the Lesbian/Gay Community Center. Keeler was turned away because he is a gay man, even though he had called the salon before and was told that they would accept his business. Keeler says that he was turned away because he is a gay man, even though he had called the salon before and was told that they would accept his business.

SEGAL NEW GPA HEAD

Philadelphia, PA — The nation's Gay Press Association has named Richard Segal its new president. Segal, a resident of Philadelphia, is currently the executive director of the Gay and Lesbian Task Force. He replaces John David, who was killed in a car crash in March. Segal has been a member of the GPA for over ten years and has served on its board of directors. He is the first person of color to hold the position of GPA president.

SUICIDE: Permanent Solutions to Temporary Problems

"In San Francisco, 200 people commit suicide each year...one of the highest suicide rates in the country," says Psychiatrist William Rofes. Rofes attributes this high suicide rate to the fact that San Francisco is a gay-friendly city, where people feel more comfortable expressing their feelings and seeking help for their problems. Rofes also cites the low acceptance of homosexuality in the medical profession, which makes it difficult for people to seek treatment for their mental health issues. Rofes stresses the importance of educating the public about the issues of suicide prevention and the importance of seeking treatment for mental health problems. He encourages everyone to reach out for help if they are struggling with anxiety or depression.
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create the myth of the suicidal household.
This myth was then popularized by 20th century writers, Rogers says. "The Children’s Hour" and "Ordeal by Innocence" both fictionalized the image of the desperate
lesbian and gay man. Rogers quotes a line from "The Boys in the Band" to show how literature incorporated the medical myth, "Show me a happy homosexual, the line goes, and I’ll show you a sick person." Rogers says a second reason we want to keep living is because we have a happy childhood.

"Gay activists have feared that gay groups would use the suicide statistics as ammunition for their gay-bashing campaign," he says. Indeed, they have, in The Dagger. Gay, Christian author Tim Lillacite writes, "One writer claims that 50 percent of the suicides in America can be attributed to homosexuality. In my book How To Win Over Homosexuals, I reported that the minimum number of estimated suicides in America runs between 50,000-75,000 annually, that writer writes to correct, between 25,000 and 50,000 yearly, "All these estimates are suicidal deaths every year in the gay community."

In this way, Rogers, constant sex columnist, claims to have exploited gay suicide to achieve his own political ends. Rogers states that ignoring the problem involves the 'individual
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Corinna's Corner

Causes, Clubs & Cats

by Corinna Radigan

The Coalition of the Gay Human Rights Being Well! Being Concerned at 120 Market was well attended by all segments of the community. Many former political and business figures and local community leaders were on hand to support the Coalition's work.

One of the first events announced for the Coalition was the "Gay Pride Parade" which is scheduled for June 17th. The parade will feature floats, marching bands, and entertainment from local gay and lesbian groups.

The Coalition is also planning a series of workshops and seminars on topics such as AIDS awareness, gay and lesbian history, and civil rights.

The Coalition's"Gay Pride Parade" promises to be a major event that will bring together a diverse group of people to celebrate gay and lesbian culture and to demand equal rights.

Corinna Radigan

Eagle Soars with Patio Bar

One of the hottest places in town to experience gay culture is the new Patio Bar in the S.F. Eagle. Recently, the Eagle interviewed Corinna Radigan, who is definitely one of the most knowledgeable people in the South of Market area.

"The Eagle is one of the best kept secrets in San Francisco," Corinna explained. "We've been around for almost five years. The local advertising is exciting, the cocktails are good, and the patrons are friendly.

While the Eagle management doesn't release the exact number of patrons, they estimate that it is anywhere from 3,000 to 4,000 people per night. The Eagle is definitely the place to be if you're looking for a good time.

The Patio Bar is located right next to the Eagle, making it easy to find. The bar is open from 9 p.m. to 2 a.m. and is open seven days a week.

While the Eagle is a great place to hang out, the Patio Bar offers something a little bit different. The bar features a variety of music, including disco, rock, and jazz.

The bar also has a full-service kitchen, and the food is delicious. The menu includes a variety of appetizers, entrees, and desserts.

Corinna Radigan

The 10,000-member AIDS March was well attended by women who were brave enough to hold their candles in the rain. The marchers were a testament to the strength and solidarity of the gay community.

The marchers celebrated the 20th anniversary of the Woodstock Movement. In November, the Woodstock Movement was responsible for the first public demonstration against the Vietnam War.

While the marchers were celebrating, the Eagle was offering a variety of entertainment options. The bar was filled with people enjoying the music and the company of others.

The Eagle also had a special "Gay Pride" event on Thursday night. The event featured a drag show, a dance party, and a variety of other entertainment options.
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Merry, Merry Month

SIGNS OF THE TIMES: There are some curious signs up at Mair Woods National Monument in Marin. One says, "PLEASE DO NOT CROSS FENCE. Right not only nice things."

Another is a plaque at the base of a massive cactus readout: "This tree is dedicated to Gifford Pinchot, friend of the forest conservers of the commonwealth. Siwra club, May WMC."

I know about the Sierra Club, but who is May McCrimmon Mcintosh McPherson McCalligan, my mistress?

TROLLEY QUEENS, UNITE: Among the many newsmakers that will run downtown from the Castro this summer is a marvelous, gondola-shaped delight. Castro this summer is a marvelous, gondola-shaped delight. He's run from downtown to the pier.

Who the heck is May Mcintosh McPherson McCalligan, my mistress?


'NO CROSS FENCE.' Right. Say, Marin. One says: "PLEASE DO NOT CROSS FENCE."

There may be up to 14 other candidates (including a certain percentage of the vote, plus one vote in order to avoid a recall election in August) for the governor's office does not issue proclamations that is something else.

How many bartenders does it take to serve a light beer? Two: one at the controls of the plane? Two: one at the controls of the plane? Two: one at the controls of the plane? Two: one at the controls of the plane? Two: one at the controls of the plane?

How many waiters take to serve the order, one to serve the order, one to serve the order, one to serve the order, one to serve the order, one to serve the order, one to serve the order, one to serve the order, one to serve the order, one to serve the order, one to serve the order, one to serve the order, one to serve the order, one to serve the order, one to serve the order, one to serve the order, one to serve the order, one to serve the order, one to serve the order, one to serve the order, one to serve the order, one to serve the order, one to serve the order, one to serve the order, one to serve the order, one to serve the order, one to serve the order, one to serve the order, one to serve the order, one to serve the order, one to serve the order, one to serve the order, one to serve the order, one to serve the order, one to serve the order, one to serve the order, one to serve the order, one to serve the order, one to serve the order, one to serve the order, one to serve the order, one to serve the order, one to serve the order, one to serve the order, one to serve the order, one to serve the order, one to serve the order, one to serve the order, one to serve the order, one to serve the order, one to serve the order, one to serve the order, one to serve the order, one to serve the order, one to serve the order, one to serve the order, one to serve the order, one to serve the order, one to serve the order, one to serve the order, one to serve the order, one to serve the order, one to serve the order, one to serve the order, one to serve the order, one to serve the order, one to serve the order, one to serve the order, one to serve the order, one to serve the order, one to serve the order, one to serve the order, one to serve the order, one to serve the order, one to serve the order, one to serve the order, one to serve the order, one to serve the order, one to serve the order, one to serve the order, one to serve the order, one to serve the order, one to serve the order, one to serve the order, one to serve the order, one to serve the order, one to serve the order, one to serve the order, one to serve the order, one to serve the order, one to serve the order, one to serve the order, one to serve the order, one to serve the order, one to serve the order, one to serve the order, one to serve the order, one to serve the order, one to serve the order, one to serve the order, one to serve the order, one to serve the order, one to serve the order, one to serve the order, one to server...
of AIDS

The Ethics of AIDS

by W.E. Beedle

Go softly into his grace. The sun is dying much before his time. Our manner toward persons whose lives are being destroyed by disease has changed drastically. Pentateuch is required. AIDS forms in our country who are facing this supreme test need our support. It is difficult not to be in awe of those who display simple courage in meeting the unjust inf

It is as difficult not to be in awe of the human values who shirk the work of the dead flesh of their next meal. In this case, it is to the stark of foolishness of a few that a misgusted homosexual youth was caught in the line of fire. At this time, on a regular four-month media schedule by public health officials, homosexuals have been blamed for causing the AIDS epidemic in California. While we changed the image of homosexuality through our own health programs, the present, veteran opposition came from other homosexuals who attacked as much in the fashion that Lorch & Co. is now attacking AIDS itself, perhaps they did not understand the direct relationship between the incidence of AIDS and the rate of heterosexual intercourse. The gay community expressed its ideas about AIDS funding by attending the appropriations hearings. Please plan to attend, and ask your friends to be there. Your participation would be a silent witness in the life of the community, "requests Britt.

There is a point when excesses of sensationalism should be purged from our midst. To accuse religious experience to some perverse consciences. There is a point when shrilly cry for more blood. Particularly reprehensible are those human vermin who screech for the warm dead flesh of their next meal with the sound reasons. Fortitude is required. AIDS patients in our community express their ideas about AIDS funding by attending the appropriations hearings. Please plan to attend, and ask your friends to be there. Your participation would be a silent witness in the life of the community, "requests Britt.

Let us put an end to the self-justifying bitchiness and get about our business. Let us stand together as a unified community, in our classes, and the world, of AIDS.

AIDS Updates

There has been an exchange of letters between San Francisco Mayor L. A. Beatty and the San Francisco Police Department, regarding the AIDS crisis. In a letter dated April 3, Feinstein wrote that: "It is incomprehensible that you would fail to understand the importance of the AIDS crisis in this time of critical public health issues. We are not talking about a single incident or a single case. It is a health crisis of major proportions that requires immediate action and implementation of a comprehensive plan to deal with it."

The San Francisco Police Department released a five-page bulletin on AIDS. "Realistically, every police officer by the nature of his work, is at some risk. However, particular concern must be paid to those who are in contact with large numbers of people and are in poor health, such as police officers assigned to work the Gold Coast or in the department's community relations bureau."

The San Francisco Sentinel's reporter sent a letter to monitor the situation. "I would also like to remind everyone that there are currently three AIDS patients in our community who are in need of strong support. The first is a 30-year-old man who is in a hospital in San Francisco. The second is a 35-year-old woman who is in a hospital in San Francisco. The third is a 40-year-old woman who is in a hospital in San Francisco."

Lorch defended his position in the San Francisco Bulletin, "Every newspaper in the city is interested in and responsible for the health of the city."

"The Sentinel" is the official paper of the San Francisco Community Center. It is published weekly and distributed free to the community. The Sentinel is a non-profit organization that rely on donations and subscriptions to fund its operations. We are committed to providing accurate and timely information on the issues affecting our community. We welcome your feedback and suggestions for improving our service. Thank you for your support.

Browne May Fared

At all my friends in San Francisco, thank you so much for your support. Because of the public's willingness to voice the justice of the people, and the many well-written articles that appeared in the Sentinel, we were able to get our story out.

We were not surprised when the San Francisco Police Department arrested the officers who had been responsible for the false accusations against us. This is a clear indication that our efforts have been fruitful and that the public is now more aware of the issue of AIDS.

Let us continue to work together to bring about a more just and compassionate society. We are not alone in this struggle. We have the support of all those who believe in human rights and equality for all people.

Thomas Browne

San Francisco

Brownstone

PROFESSIONAL PIANO TUNING

All San Francisco Bay Area

(415) 431-4924

2264 Market

TITOPIANIST

The Sentinel is the official paper of the San Francisco Community Center. It is published weekly and distributed free to the community. The Sentinel is a non-profit organization that rely on donations and subscriptions to fund its operations. We are committed to providing accurate and timely information on the issues affecting our community. We welcome your feedback and suggestions for improving our service. Thank you for your support.
By Mark Woodward

George Balanchine, 1904-1983

Vinyl Guide to the Upcoming Summer Season

By Bill Black

Dance

Ballet Bids Farewell to a Giant Talent

George Balanchine, 1904-1983

By Bill Black

Time has come again to start preparing for the summer Opera season. Especially when performed in foreign languages, the musical entertainment will dazzle in its richest magic only with some preceding study.

The composer begins with a libretto. You would do wisely to start in the same place. Reading the words you will hear will be the best preparation you can do. But if you want to be able to understand what the singers are saying in any given moment, it is necessary to match the glee to the music. An evening devoted to listening to a record together with following the libretto will more than double your pleasure in the operas you attend.

The Wagner operas particularly reward study. Ernest Newman's Wagner推介 contains detailed synopses of the sets of all the mature works. In a book the print can replace the evening spent with the music and words, but ideally those essays should supplement

who see Wagner to the

on what you get.

As many of the hundreds of
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Ricardo, Is That You?  
By Gary Schubert

If anyone is ever justified in raising the eyebrows over the message, it is a theatre reviewer. In the peculiar world of great paint and follow spots, style often outranks content — so even the most cursory perusal of Broadway will demonstrate. And that theatrical truism is being brought to mind locally with the production of Reunion at Teatro Gusto.

In his program notes, young playwright Edgar Pena admits that his basic story is "almost a cliché." Also, this is a most colorful example of extreme understatement. In fact, this show about a young gay man who brings his lover to a family reunion strings together every imaginable situation possible about "coming out," with dialogue that seems to radiate triteness.

What makes the production noteworthy, however, is that it is set against a Latino backdrop. Yet even here the playwright endows a little by making his characters upper-middle-class, like bit players in a TV commercial for Crest toothpaste, obviously at home in suburban San Jose than they ever would be in downtown Los Angeles.

Furthermore, Pena's idea of creating a Latino environment is limited to dropping in phrases in Spanish, but by the end of the second act this was expanded to one character, the father speaking whole conversations in the language. But by the end of the second act the watchable was like seeing a foreign film without subtitles, but even with this the play was followable — after all, a cliché in one context the accent is more important, his play in the other.

The play — which might have been titled "The Day You Left" — follows the handsome Latino teenager Ricardo (Sandoval) as he brings his lover (Danny Genera) home for the weekend. Ricco's parents (Rutie Passino and Rodriguez-Reyes) have difficulty accepting his marker new life (as does his sister (Kellinda Romero), brother-in-law (Jose Angel Sandoval) and ex-girlfriend (Kathy Ayala)).

The acting is inconsistent, ranging from the interesting (Sandoval, Romero and Sandoval to the mundane (Ayala), while everyone gets the chance to sermonize at length. It is in this familial give and-take that the playwright's occasionally achin starkness shines through as the characters' cardboard qualities are displayed.

And yet, there are two distinct moments in the play when the playwright really taps into the drama's true potential. In one scene, Romero is her brother for being gay and suit his which is more important, his identity or his heritage. "Homo­sexuality is a foregone perversion invented by Anglo for Anglos," she insists. In the other, Sandoval tells Sandoval that he is all right being gay as long as he stays on his "like a real man." In both scenes, the play suddenly crackles with excitement and possibilities so that their message is equal to their message.

Theatre
And you’re still mixing a colada with rum?

For a magical Colada use the tingling licorice taste of Pernod® (pronounced “per-know”) instead of rum. Add 1 part Pernod to 5 parts Colada mix. For other incredible mixed drinks use the same 1 to 5 ratio.

PERNOD.
The new twist in mixed drinks.
Events

**Sight & Sound**

- **Events for Two.** A four-part series of light classical doses and comedy to address the issues of peace. Make reservations by the deadline under the direction of Stephen Dubin (Theater Arts Foundation) or the Bay Area Artistic Director of the State Theatre. The series begins with two concerts at the Mint (see Events) May 12 and 19. 6-8 P.M.

- **An Evening of Dance.** Invitation to the first professional performance by the 1982-83 season by the Bay Area Rose. 786 Valencia May 18 at 8 30 P.M. emcee Lea Delaria Clementina's at the campus. May 18 at 7 45 P.M. Sponsored by the Library Free for 200 available at the Gay Games office. 860 Hours or by phone 353-1983.


- **Books to be read in our next issue in the Theatre review.** Donald Lee. *Sowing the Seeds of Rebellion*. The ASK-NB Foundation (Reviewed in this issue.)

- **In Person**

  - **Reef** (1980) more sexual. Growing up in a conservative small town in the 1950s, a young boy (played by Dustin Hoffman) and his mother's lover (played by Terrence Stamp) are the only two people in the town who know each other. The series has been sold out on a sliding scale.

  - **Stephan Savage** (1981) more sexual. Savage was a former drag queen and a gay rights activist. The series is about a drag queen's life in the 1950s and 1960s. It was produced before 1970 for possible inclusion in the AIDS/KS Foundation exhibit. For contest rules, send SASE to the San Francisco Film Festival, 1534 Broadway, Suite 710, San Francisco, CA 94110. The deadline for entries is June 30, 1983.

Stage

- **Assembly in High Heels.** A revue with music and dance. Designed to raise money for the AIDS/HIV Community Service Organization. Space: 1300ighter Friday and Saturday at 8 P.M. through May 21 at 8 P.M. in the Bay Area. The Sentinel*

- **The Sentinel** at the Mint (see Events) May 12 and 19. 6-8 P.M.

- **The Sentinel** at the Mint (see Events) May 12 and 19. 6-8 P.M.

- **The Sentinel** at the Mint (see Events) May 12 and 19. 6-8 P.M.

- **The Sentinel** at the Mint (see Events) May 12 and 19. 6-8 P.M.

- **The Sentinel** at the Mint (see Events) May 12 and 19. 6-8 P.M.

- **The Sentinel** at the Mint (see Events) May 12 and 19. 6-8 P.M.

Exhibits

- **Joe Althoff, black and white photography.** This photo, taken in May 1983 at a reception, 6-10 P.M.


Notes

- **Pianos, Marigold Theatre Play.** (Reviewed in this issue.)


- **Stephen Savage, drag queen.** Drag Queen and the S.F. Tap Troupe. Raymoki men dancing, featuring Falcon Dance Band). The series begins May 18 at 8 30 P.M. through May 21 *3 431-8384.


- **Joe Althoff, black and white photography.** This photo, taken in May 1983 at a reception, 6-10 P.M.


- **Stephen Savage, drag queen.** Drag Queen and the S.F. Tap Troupe. Raymoki men dancing, featuring Falcon Dance Band). The series begins May 18 at 8 30 P.M. through May 21 *3 431-8384.
Hungry Hearts and Lonesome Gargoyles
JOBS OFFERED

Make-up Artist  
Nanny  
Instructor  
Paralegal

1 JOBS AVAILABLE IMMEDIATELY AND OTHER DATES. Person. Minimum 6 mos experience essential. Excellent opportunities and benefits. Mail resume: LTFB, 2215 1st St, SF 94117. 5P. 641-4382.

TESTS, GAMES, BOOKS available by appointment for escort and massage. A genuine discreet office, 71-7495.  

Randy of Palm Springs gives sensual and multi-orgasmic massage. Treatment: 530-8174; SF East Bay.

SWEDISH/SHIATSU TECHNIQUES complemented with strong, scoring hands and backs. 624/3246. Carrol Kuhn 944-6625.

320 ANYTIME $50.00 a Call. Shari Home Rates: $30-40. Rolling for Gay Men. Call Shari home. WOOD: Certified-Registered at 837-3478 for all your entertainment needs. Gay, straight, male, female. See complete info in our ad. No money down required. 

ELEGANT MASSAGE CLASSES — individual lessons. Darts, 2nd floor, John 86-3243 (legitimate).

For Sale

PERFECT COUNTRY RETREAT for summer or vacation. 3 1/2 acres, 3 bedrooms, 2 bathrooms, fireplace, central air. 863-7760 afternoons. Must sell/good buy. bd/S $90. bkcse/less $100. 

NEW SANYO TAPE RECORDER!! Only *35. 

KQ S Z BED » SOFA, BKCASE, RUGS. 60 minutes north of Santa Rosa. 595-4215 by owner — please, no realtors (415) 576-0498. Out of flood area Must see! For sale. 


EAST BAY MUNICIPAL UTILITY DISTRICT — NEW MUNICIPAL COLLECTOR. Two 2-story, 3-year-old bedrooms. 2 bath, 2 story, 2 bedroom. Sunny, Leather, East Bay Municipal Collector. Offered at *275,000 — Monte Rio at Russian Valley office Dennis N. Rath, RE 641-9234. 

Three complete master suites, skylights, new kitchen, pets OK, garden. Ev. 282-3440.

SUPERHUNG DOMINANT HOT STUD!

PLAYGIRL DISCOVERY EXCLUSIVELY FOR THOSE WANTING A MAN DEREK 928-4255


SUPERHUNG DOMINANT HOT STUD!

EXPERIENCE COUTN! Leatherman, expert top with 30 yrs experience. Confident and civilized. Bill 984-4425.

GAY EMPLOYMENT SERVICE, EST. JOBS.

SUCH EXCITING DISCOVERY! STOP BY AND SEE OUR EXCELSIOR PROGRAM FOR MEN AND WOMEN WITH VALUABLE SKILLS AND GET YOURSELF FREE DVD, VALUABLE FIT AT 818-1818 FOR MORE INFO.

THE SENTINEL is now offering JOBS FOREVER! Free matching and more, 25 words.
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In San Francisco they marched in a candlelight procession of 10,000 strong, led by about a dozen local AIDS patients carrying a banner with the starkly defined message: "Fighting for Our Lives." As the marchers moved in silence from the Castro area, where most of the bars had closed in support, to the downtown U.N. Plaza, they were more sober than somber, more measured than heightened. Because this was the first march that had originated with the AIDS patients, they were the only ones who addressed the assembled crowd. "This is such a sacred moment for us, that our friends, our enemies, our doctors, our elected officials, are now marching with us," said Charles Morris. "For the gay community, this is a reminder, a testimony to the health care now facing us. And for the AIDS patients, this is a giant community hug."

AIDS Awareness Week May 2-8, 1983

AIDS patient Charles Morris, the former publisher of THE SENTINEL, was presented the proclamation declaring AIDS Awareness Week by Mayor Dianne Feinstein during a press conference in her office. Also present were Supervisors Richard Hongisto and Carol Ruth Silver.

Some scenes from AIDS Awareness Week 1983. The candlelight parade that brought 10,000 people down to the U.N. Plaza to hear speeches from AIDS patients. People sang, wrote memorials, people hugged.

What Do People With AIDS Want?

"Angry AIDS Patients Organize" read the headline of a San Francisco paper two weeks before. That was the fight we went up to co-ordinate. We were organizing friends to protest the media's coverage."That's my story. People with AIDS had already begun to organize, before it was signified. The news had become open before criticizing the B.P.R.

Let's talk about the background. AIDS is a medical, political, emotional and social conspiracy which affects the gay community as well as society as a whole. WeARGE volunteers who have the disease. Many of them are the most seriously involved.

For months, we've struggled with the fear of death and isolation.

Frustration, fear and isolation are in us, and we're asking ourselves, is this going to be the end of us?

Don't get our wrong. I think that most of those agencies are well-intentioned and are sincerely trying to help. Still, doctors want their patients, patients want doctor, insurance payments, patients want favorable votes and the media want good stories and the news want favorable coverage. People want quality advertising, and the government wants to see how powerful the evening was for them. It was surely one of my life's most difficult moments.

Our group is not resting on our laurels. Since our group was established, we have worked tirelessly to organize our own agenda and to plan goals and strategies. People with AIDS want to get a voice of people with AIDS. Call or write Bobbi Campbell or Gary Walsh at the AIDS/KS Foundation, 314 Castro S.F. 94114 or call 865-8150.

What do people with AIDS want? We want to get well. We want research to disclose prevention and cure. We want our friends and loved ones to keep on to the president. We want communications with our friends and loved ones. We want them to hear our voices. We want to maintain our living with people with AIDS, living and dead. But above all, we want to maintain our lives. And with AIDS we have to have us and not to abandon us. We want to be in the decisions that affect our lives. We want our community to reject hysteria and exploitation. We want to retain our hope and determination. In 1981, I was the first person with AIDS to say it publicly, and now doctors are joining us in proclaiming, "I will survive."

OPERATION CONCERN
Men's Support Group

WEDNESDAY 6-00 - 7:45 P.M.

A support group for men at risk of acquiring AIDS but concerned about the epidemic and how it affects their lives and their loved ones.

ENEMAS FOR HEALTH

by Steve Perkins

Coming to terms with unshared emotions. The role of music in the healing process. A process of self-discovery. A process of communicating feelings. The importance of individual responsibility. How to cope with fear of the unknown. How to confront inner demons. How to address the need for inner strength.

BERKELEY GAY MEN'S HEALTH COLLECTIVE

FREE STD screening and treatment every 30 days for Gay men

358-391

548-2371

2311 FOLSOM ST.

SF 94110

Mental Health Services for Gay Men and Lesbians

AIDS Information Counseling

Wellness Support Groups

Group Support Group 861-0224

CASTRO MEDICAL CLINIC

533 Castro Street

San Francisco, CA 94114

(415) 861-3366

Open 7 Days a Week

Need a Gay Doctor in East Bay?

Call Keith Barton, M.D.

for your health care needs

APPOINTMENTS AVAILABLE

SUNNYSIDE 845-4430

3059 Telegraph Ave. (at Ashby)

Oakland

"I'm an AIDS patient. I'm very grateful to have a provider who is knowledgeable and supportive. I feel that being in a provider's care is a relationship that can go on a long time, and it's important to be with someone who you can trust."

TUESDAY, MAY 3, 9 A.M.

White House: This is the White House.

The Sentinel: Yes, I'm calling about AIDS Awareness Week and to demand immediate federal funding for AIDS research.

White House: Uh, we've been getting a lot of calls on that today. I'll pass your message on to the president.

TUESDAY, MAY 10, 9 A.M.

White House: This is the White House.

The Sentinel: Yes, I'm just curious how many calls you got last week on the AIDS crisis.

White House: I'm sorry, we can't give you that information right now.

TUESDAY, MAY 17, 9 A.M.

White House: Yes, of all the calls on AIDS. White House: I'm sorry, we can't give that information out.

The Sentinel: What does President Reagan intend to do?

White House: He's sorry, we can't give that information out.

As of this writing, the march and rally were fabulous successes with 10,000 people present to show their support, with over $10,000 raised, and with national news coverage. Friends and strangers have told us how powerful the evening was for them. It was surely one of my life's most difficult moments.